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Fire sweeps·through
student's apatbnent$.
Fore,st Highlands blaze damages 4 apartments
suffered light smoke damage.
Tenants of the burned building are
temporarily living in other loc~tions.
Some UCF students who should have Bruce Layman and Bryan Wilson, whose
been burning with anticipation of the apartmentthefirestartedin,havemoved
new semester last week instead found permanently becaU:Se their lease expired.
their apartments burning, wreaking
It will be about two months before the
havoc on their already hectic first days of apartments will be habitable again, said
classes..
Kathy MacDonald, who works in the
Fire at ~orest Hjghlands Tuesday office.Although thecinderblockfounda-afternoonleftfourapartmentsdamaged, tion withstood the fire fairly well, she
two seriously, Orange County Fire De- said, the roof of the building will have to
partment officials said the incident may be replaced.
"I watched that roof burn all the way
have been caused by a cigarette.
''That's as close as we can come," said around the edges: It is sad, because
Lt. Robert Slover, wh.o investigated the some of them had just moved in," she
incident.
said.
Jennifer Milay, 23, is one of the UCF
''We could not eliminate the use of
smoking materials," said stqte fire studentswhoseliveshavebeendisrupted .
.
marshall Charlie LaCorte. "It appears by the fire.
She was enjoying her last day before
to be a smoldering type offire as opposed
classes when the fire occured.
to an accelerated fire."
"I was watching TV at the time, just
The fire destroyed 50 percent of the ·
apartment where the fire started and 1 O watching 'Guiding Light,' and I·looked
to 15 percent of the apartment above it,
Slover said. The other two apartments
FIRE continued p·age 4
by Sandra Pedicini
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A fire at Forest Highlands Apartments erupted Tuesday afternoon and is
forcing students to temporarily live at other apartments. (Char.res K. MorrowrrcFF)

:t;>eg8sus wm ·establish link between SG, students
ness of campus activities, a
spokesman said.
"We want students to see it
In the beginning there were words, as a vehicle to-get information
outtofellowstudentsandameans ·
two of them. Better communication.
A campaign goal of Jason· DiBona · of receiving information from
while .s tumping for the student body their fellow students," said Chris
presidency was for better communica-. Marlin, SG public relations direc.tor. ·
The 16-page magazine features a lettion between Student Government and
students. The student body pr~sident ter from DiBona, a calendar of campus
will see that go~l realized Wednesday activities and upcoming events ofUCF's
when the SG-funded informational clubs and organizations. The premiere
wi11 also include a letter from Interim
magazine, Pegasus, premieres.
"If we can centralize activities ·and President Robert Bryan.
SG expects the cost of the six issues to
events it will be easier for students to
be $8,250. Funding comes from student'
become involved," DiBona said.
· The SG's executive branch founded activity fees via SG's campus advertisPegasus to increase students' aware- ing budget. The cost represents about

by Robert E. wa.rren J.r.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

one third of the $27 ,000 budget printed.
earmarked for SG publicity.
Pegasus' production schedule is flexPegasus does not have to ible, DiBona said. More issues, pages
rely on advertising dollars from · and copies could result from a greater
area businesses because it is demand. SG will survey students to deunderwritten by SG.
termine readership.
"It was not set up to be
Christine Bobrowski.and Marlin are corevenue producing," Marlin said. But, editors. Tom Massi is graphics editor. The
he said, it Will accept ads that follow the SG cabinet serves as the board of directors.
magazine's informl:}tional theme. Ad Two. work study students have l;>een rerevenue will defer the cost of future quested to work on the publication.
editions.
The free magazine will be distributed
The magazine will also appear in early at high-traffic are~s on the main and
October, November, February, March branch campuses and around the comand April. Publication will cease in De- munity. DiBona's presidency ends in
cember. and January, when most stu';' · May. Where will Pegasus be then?
dents are not on campus. About 10,000 "I'd like to see it in the hands of as many
to 12,000 copies of each edition will be . students as possible," he said.

Business closings .conDn:ue to plague
shopping center adjacent to campus .
•

A sign in the window of the
former Bikewiser l~tion announcingits going out ofbusiness
Three businesses in the Uni- sale said, "Evetything goes." Apversity Shoppes center across parently so: the only items left
from UCFhave closed or moved during the first week of August
were two bicycle frames.
recently.
A.ccordingto employees at the ·
The Bikewiser bicycle shop
and the Nature's Table restau- Dragon's Realm, Bikewiser
ranthave closed since the end of closed about a month ago. They
said management company
the spring semester.
The Athletic Department, a employees cleaned out the space
sports-oriented clothing store, during the week of Aug. 12.
A fourth business, Louie's
~ moved to the retail space in the
Deli,closedseveralrnonthsago.
Collegiate Village Inn.
by Tom Kopacz ,

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

A sign in the store's window
said the restaurant was "closed
for remodeling."
SheldonBarrett, whomanages
the shopping center for Tampabased CM Center Management,
said that space will be filled by a
submarine sandwich shop.
Barrett said negotiations
continue for an anchor tenant
in the shopping center.
The largest retail space in
the shopping center has been
empty for three years after the
fitness .center closed.

Presidential search
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Where can you go to get an
IBM Clone at Ro.ck Bott()m
.. ?
P rices.
Look Below · to ·See.!!

Creative
·· Computer
Corporation

•

•

•

•
System Features:
~
1 MB RAM
43 MB Seagate IDE Hard Drive
1.44 MB (3.5") Floppy Drive
·1.2 MB (5.25") Floppy Drive
Fujitsu 101 Key Enhanced Keyboard
5 Drive Desktop Case
200 Watt Power UL Supply
. 1 Parallel, 2 Serial and 1 Game Port
.· Clock/Calendar
.' CTX Enhanced VGA - Tri-Sync~ Monitor
14" (1024X768) Resolution
.28mm Dot Pitch
Microlabs VGA Solution Card
16 Bit, 512k Video Ram
Digital Research DOS 5.0

•

•
•

•
•

SptrlalBack toSchoolPricel
.

I

$1416.00

Iii .

·C,... 386sx-20

·MHz

•

Same Configuration as above, but with 2 Megs of Ram ..

•

$1~.oo

•
Panasonic KX-P.1124i
24-Pin Dot Matrix Printer
11 Fonts- 3 draft, 7 letter quality and 1 SLQ
Up to 300 cps in draft mode and 100 cp~ in letter quality mode.

·•
•

. $324.00
. The~ Software Bundle:*

Retail Pri~:

MicroSoft Windows 3.0
Spinnaker PFS Windows Works
Symantec No-rton Utilities 6.0
AMI Diagnostics 3.15
AMI Cache 1.0
AMI Software Emulated
Expanded Memory Sys. 1.O
·Z-nix 2-Button Serial Mouse
* TlieSoftwareBundleisanoption·available
with the purchase of a Computer System.

•

UCF Price

•

$149.00
$1.9 9. 00
$179. 00
$ 89.0Q

$ 49. 00
$734.00

•

$·143.00
•
.

The New
UCF Computer Store
Located in the Portable next to the Biology building.
Open 8:30-5:00 Monday thru Thursday, and 8:30-4:00
on Friday or call 823-5643.

(

•
•

•
•

•
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Experience police work:___.....

August:~g;· 1991. ~- 3

eyes ofofficer

Student follows Manatee County deputy around on a typical patrol through small town Florida

•

·he handles accidents and tickets. However that night,
he was on patrol duty. Patrol duty is described as being
the very root of law enforcement. Patrol cars are the
Police officers are sometimes regarded as lifesavers watchdogs of the neighborhood areas. Imes described
and life wreckers, depending on which point ofview you police work as a mix of very boring and very strenuous
work. He said some nights there would be nothing
have.
No one really likes getting tickets for parking or
speeding and nobody really wants to see the blue
flashing lights behind them on a Saturday night.
It is rather peculiar because the
However, police are a necessity in this modern society.
statute requires me to be the judge
I spent last Saturday inside a police car. The location
was Oneco, a small town sandwiched between Sarasota
- to decide to take a license.
· and Bradenton. The SheriffofManatee county, following a brief interview, gave me permission to ride with
him.
-Earl Imes
In light of different law changes that have taken
Oneco Patrol Officer
place in the recent years, many of us have questioned
whether the right to enforce the law should infringe
what was previously regarded as rights. Such things as
search and seizure of a vehicle, automatic suspension happening: In such cases, the officer will sit in the car
oflicense for a DUI and the new 48-hour (instead of24) nearly bored to death. However, the action is non-stop
rule for holding someone in jail without an official on ·o ther nights, he said.
Fortunately, it was a busy night. This one was rather
charge, have changed the face of the night life scene.
I showed up at the Sheriffs District 2 of Manatee moderate, giving room for conversation as well as
County at 3 p.m. I had to sign a waiver first to ensure observation.
that the department was not liable for any injuries,
About the DUI law, Imes said, "It is rather peculiar ·
fatal or otherwise, that might occur during the visit. because the statute requires me to be the judge - to
Lt.Walker, the crew cut squad leader, informed me of decide to take a license. A driver's license is considered
a privilege, not a right.
a sudden dress code that required a suit.
"In regards to the age of drinking, if someone can be
During the ten hour shift, I rode with Officer Earl Imes.
Imes usually works in traffic patrol, which means old enough to fight for our country then he should have
by Josiah Baker

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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that ability to choose to drink or n ot," he said.
Being a police officer requires a little more than just
the ability to cuffsomeone, stuffthem into the back seat
or simply write out a ticket. Police officers are called in
to answer just about anything.
The first call of the night, for example, dealt with a
fight between a 10-year-old boy and a 6-year-old boy.
For 45 minutes we had to listen to a pair of angry
parents demanding justice. Imes had to fill out a six
page report describing the inciqent.
He said these neighborhood disputes are mainly a
parental problem. Usually the kids that were in the
fight are back playing again by the time the 'visit is
over, he said.
Heaith and Rehabilitative Services is responsible
for any serious cases involving juveniles. Imes said
juveniles were simply "a pain in the ass" because of the
complications that arise. Juveniles receive a special
treatment because· of their age and, unless a capital
offense is involved, a parent must be there to sign for
them.
Juveniles cannot go to detention Gail) without a
court order from a judge.
Police are required to know more of the law than
almost anyone. A simple slip in procedure during an
arrest can ruin even the most obvious case.
Sheriff Charlie Wells of Manatee County said a
police officer has to have a sense of conviction in order
tO-be effective. In other words, they must be the jl.ldge
POLICE continued page 5

Former ·feat·hoiise
victim of vandals.
.

- ·''

by S(\lndra Pedicini
STAFF REPORTER

•

•

Vandalsdidmorethan$2,000
wortli. of daipage to the former
Tau Kappa Epsilonhouse Tuesday mom ing.
Windows, doors,
sheetrack walls and
fixtures at the house
on Diogenes Court,
were damaged.
Accordingto a report
filed by the Orange
County Sheriff's Office, sheriffs
offi.cialswenttothehouseat2a.m .
after they received a neighborhood complaintabout the sound of
glass breaking.
After the area was searched,

WAITING •••
Ray McDirmit, a 29-year old accounting major, waits for his turn at the cashier's
window Tuesday afternoon. The line circled the elevator twice. (C.harles K. MorrowrrcFFl
- • t

t.

'

, •••

t'

,Workshop gives information to faculty
~

concerning promotion, tenure p:actices
by Douglas Gilstrap

•
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TO THE BEAT
UC F's Marching Band Drum Line practices for the first
football game of the season. (Michael DeHoog/TCFFi

..

Afteramonth-longdelay, the
University Promotion and Tenure Workshop was held in the
Pr esident's Board Room, on
Aug. 22.
The workshop, hosted by
Associate Vice President Frank
Juge, with rertfarks by Interim
President Bob Bryan and Provost Richard Astro, was held to
provide faculty members with
information regarding the promotion and tenure process.
Promotion is normally rec~
ommended prior to or concur-

rentlywith recommendation for
tenure. Promotion is awarded
to those faculty members who
demonstrate outstanding scholarship, teaching ability and service to the university as a whole.
Profossional ranks at the UCF
include assistant professor, associate professor and professor.
Tenure is generally granted
tofac1'ltymembersin their sixth
year. Once tenure is granted,
the faculty member may only
be removed by voluntary resignation, retirement, removal for
-~dequate cause or layoff as defined by the BOR.
Bryan said the promoti"On

and tenure process isi"fllportant
in selecting faculty because "almost everyone is going to be a
good teacher the first couple of
years ... (after that) it becomes
thed.utyofthedepartmentchair
and colleagues to determine if
they will be a good teach er
twenty years from no w."
Astro, who, with Bryan has
final say on promotions andtenure at the university level, addressed his remarks to a largely
untenured audience eager to
learn ofthe promotions and tenure schedule. Astro said that a
r

TENURE continued page 4
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Health clinic to start·
advisory committee

•

•

Students will provide feedback, awareness
by Kendra Panton
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

DON'T DROP
Kathryn Kriston, a 20-year-old advertising/public relations major, concentrates on
getting her groceries to her dorm room Tuesday afternoon.(Cha,rles K. Morrow/TCFF)
(

TENURE
FROM PAGE 3
candidate's selection for promotion or tenure is primarily made
by reviewing the candidate's
record on research, teaching and
publishing in their chosen field.

In addition to the written assessments, each candidate's department or college conducts a
secret poll of tenured faculty to
determ:inewhetherornotthecandidate should be granted tenure.
About 75 to 80 percent of
those who file for promotion
and tenure each year are ap-

The UCF Health Clinic is
organizing a health advisory
committee in an attempt to involve students in clinic activities and strengthen student
awareness of the clinic. . .
"One of the main aspects of
the existence of such a committee is to allow for direct student
involvement and presentation
of ideas on how to make -the
clinic better," said He~lth Center Director John Langdon.
The Student Health Center,
which has been operating since
the opening of the university,
serves up to 30,000 patients a
year.
The clinic offers different services such as health 'education,
. immunizations, family plan; ning, gynecology exams and a
pharmacy., The health fe~ students pay every semester allows for the use of the clinic and
1

pays for some of the services.
Nominations are being made
for the committee which will
hold eight to nine students.
Once the nominations are
made, the board will conduct
interviews and selections will
be presented to the vice president of student affairs. Once
the selection is finalized, the
members will be required to
participate in CHAMP (Comprehensive Health Assessment
an Motivation Program). It involves a series of medical tests
and programs about different
topics.
Once the members are selected, the committee will be in
operation by late this fall.
The Health Advisory Committee will promote the health
clinic, provide student feedback
and work with the fee committee on deciding the health fee.
Langdon said the committee
should be just as successful as it
has been ~t other universities.

•
•

•

•

proved. Those who are not have
the option to appeal.
The 1991-1992 Promotion
and Tenure supplement containing BOR rules and the University Promotion and Tenure
timetable is available in the
August 21, 1991 issue of The
UCFReport.

•

r-------------------,
MARYLAND FRIED CJDCKEN
-OF UNION PARK

•
'
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•SPECIALIZING IN BUFFALO WINGS
•COMPLETE DINNERS
(DINE-IN OR TAKE OUT)

•

10°/o OFF

•

ANY REGULARLY
PBICED FOOD ITEM.

•

WITH STUDENT l.D.

9710 E HWY 50 •BETWEEN ECON & DEAN RD.

13~!_4!0~ 2~~ I!! ~~~R~ .!'!!~C!f1~.J

•
•

11 :00 A.M.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY 281-4438

SOL
thing."
When she found that the
FROM PAGE 1
kitchen was still smolcing, she ran
downstairs for help.
Milay and her brother and sisin my kitchen and I saw all this
smoke ... so ·1ran into the kitchen ter are living in Alafaya Trail
and started unplugging every- Apartments. They will go back to

FIRE

ff you think drugs cost a lot
. now, wait until after college.
They could cost you a career.
Last year alone, America's

businesses lost more than $60
billion to drugs. So this year,
most of the Fortune 500 will be
administering drug tests.

live in the original apartment in a
couple months and are hoping for
reimbursementforthe other damages, including a television with
melted circuits, a burned couch
and dining room table, and dead
goldfish.

Failing the test means you won't
be considered for employment.
And that's one hell of a price
to pay.

WE~RE PUTTING DRUGS OUT OF BUSINESS.

•
•
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POLICE
FROM PAGE 3

•

at all scenes. Yet most police officers aren't reqllired to
have a college degree (they do have a constant training
which is updated almost on a monthly basis) .
During the 10 hour stint, I noticed many people who
welcomed the sight of a police officer. In fact, police
officers are often given discounts at convenient stores
and restaurants. They are seen as a security type

•

•

mechanism. Imes said when he moved into his neighborhood, he re·ceived several gifts from neighbors thanking him for moving there. He said crime usually stays
away from a street that has a parked patrol car on it.
Starting pay for a deputy is about $7. 70 an hour.
Deputies are required to work about 43 hours a week.
There are, of course, the standard health benefits, and
overtime pay to a certain extent. The job is mainly a
paperpushingjob because everythingthathapp~ns is
required to be recorded. People who believe that too

5

many people get away too easy, aren't aware that an
average arrest and booking takes about two hours .
Paperwork alone can stretch out another hour. A
police officer is told they must also be practical and not
arrest everyone who violates the law. A strict level of
discretion is required at all times.
Bytheendoftheevening,Imesconvirtcedmethatpolice
work is far from easy, if not impossible. The risk is high.
The pay is relatively low. However, during a recession it
just might be the only available job that pays at all.

•

•

•
•

•

W

e're working smarter,
too. So you don't have
to work harder.
For us, it means an ongoing rela,
tionship with educators and profes,
sors, striving to understand what's

•

•

'Like the TI,68, an advanced scien,
Plus a whole lot more.
No matter what your major, no
tific that solves up to five simulta,
matter what the course, there's a
neous equations, performs complex
- TI scientific or business calculator
numbers and offers formula
that's right for you. Do the smart
programming.
thing: make one of them a part
of your professional personality
now, and for the years to come.
You'll be on your way to work,
ing smarter. Instead of harder.
Try the entire line of TI scien,
tific and business calculators at
your local TI retailer.

•

TEXAS

.

INSTRUMENTS

•
1 .

•

needed to help them make math
concepts come alive.
It means continually working
with students like you, discovering
firsthand what you expect from the
calculator you select.
The result? Calculators that are
highly recommended by your
teachers and peers. Calculators
that are perfectly matched to your
major and your coursework.
The TI,81 is a perfect example.
It offers the most comprehensive,
easy,to,use graphing features
available with extensive pro,
gramming capabilities.
And there are others.

The TI,36X SOLAR, a general
purpose workhorse powered by
ANYLITE™ solar cells so you
never need batteries.
The BA II PLUS~M For business
students, this is the one to get.
It handles time,value,of,money and
offers cash flow analysis for internal
rate of return (IRR) and net present
value (NPV).

lr-.1
'.•H...

.....~ J

:.\\',;,- ..•·

.·

. ·.

t

'~~ 00-MAIIAN REBATE ~ 00

when you buy the Tl,68 or BAH PLUS™
HERE'S
HOW: 1. Save your original cash register receipt.
2. Clip the proof-of-purchase UPC bar
code from package.
3. Complete this mail-in rebate certificate.
4. Send all three items to the address below.

MAIL 10: BACK.:rD-SCHOOL REBATE OFFER
Texas Instruments Incorporated
P.O. Box 53 • Lubbock, Texas 79408
NAME (PLEASE PR1N1)

ADDRESS
ZIP
STATE
TERMS AND CONDITTONS: This offer valid for puichll.!ICS bawcm 8/ 1/91 and 10131/91.
All claims must be roceivedby 11/ 30191. AllowS.lQw..,u forproces.<ing. Send rhiscomplcred

CITY

form along with the origmal cash register rttcipt and the proof of pure ha~ bar codt ro tht

d~=t::~~~~~:~~~~~~::~co~~trd~~~::eddo:~~(~~

..

"'Tudemark of Texas Instruments, Inc.

and only in the US.A. Offer void where prohibited, ta.xcd 1 licensed, or rutrictcd. Um it one
re.bale pt.r household or address. Texas lnsrrumcnts reserves the right ro discontinue thi~
program at any time and without notice.

----------- -

-

-

-

-

-

-
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...SoftFC®, _ _ _ t is.
•
•

•

The Power to~ your~

•

•
•

UCF Computer Store
Mon-Thurs: 8:30am to 5:00pm
Fri: .8:30am to 4:00pm
(407} 823-5434
*Offer effective August 15 through October 1, 1991 or while limned supplies last. Limit one free Soft PC package per customer. Offer good on t.he purchase of the Macintosh LC only.
Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. SoftPC is a registered trademark of Insignia Solutions, Inc. MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

•
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Has the Clone Gremlin
Got you down?
Don't despair; we have
a PS/2 just for YOU!

•
•

_,,_
__
______
-- ·- -.., __ ......

•
•

'T

·®

•

Model 30-286 On Sale!!!!
•

Features:.

•

10 Mhz 80286 Processor
VGA Graphics
2MB Ram
l.44MB (3.5") Floppy Drive
45MB I-lard Drive
IBM Mouse
12" Color VGA Display (8513)
DOS 4.0 and Windows 3.0

•

Sale Price:

$1,931.00

7
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Gorbachev versus
Yeltsin; or Russia
may no longer be
hese are troubled times, and th.e Soviet
Union has risen from being a back-page
mention of Communism to a front page
cover story about the fall of Communism and the
failed coup. Could the Soviets represent what is
going to happen to other first world powers or is
this selective to Communist countries only?
No one can tell, and the .idea is rather ridiculous. But one obvious thing is that the power
struggle within the Soviet Union proves that
nothing other than radical change will keep the
people at home. Happy citizens is not necessarily what the Kremlin wanted/wants, but without
popular support the government is left to govern
no one. Not to mention the declining influence of
the Kremlin.
These changes leave Gorbachev in a position
to ultimately decide how the country will go,
provided he can organize the support. He can
only enact changes through the support of the
republics. This might seem a bit simplistic, but
isn't really, as for the republics to maintain
power they must placate the population.
As each republic pulls a way, so does a portion
of the industry from the whole. The Soviets set
up an economic system where each republic was
responsible for a certain set of products. As each
republic pulls a way, so does a product needed for
the country to function as a whole.
Also, each republic has an elected
representitive in charge; for example, Yeltsin.
Each one of these representatives have a different agenda for their area, and none wish to
return to the old system.
Thus begins the crux of the situation. With
every respective area claiming sovereignty,
Gorbachev is left to try to woo them with new
ideas or funding (whether it be food or otherwise). Gorbachev is only beginning this process
and as.he will attempt to force his ideas, he will
learn that only through working together is the
Soviet Union going to get it together.
Yeltsin, the Russian Republic representative
, is providing the most difficulty for Gorbachev.
Because of his popular support, Yeltsin may be
able rally world support, and leave Gorbachev
without any country to lead.
So where does that leave the rest of the world?
Should the United States help the Soviet Union?
Will the treaties be respected? These are all
reasonable questions, but ·none can be readily
answered.
The opinion in the United States is mixed over
whether we can trust them. Some people feel
that communist cannot be trusted. Others feel
this attitude is passe, and we should help rebuild
them as our allies. It is a matter of priorities.
Thus it boils down to choice for America and
where she stands in the world.
Rel ping the Soviet Union may be as simple as
encouraging Gorbachev to open borders to business. Perhaps business can do it. Having a new
world ally could never hurt. With the new European Common Market beginning,· America is
going to need all the friends she can-find, whe.ther
disorganized or not, every country is a market.
B_ut that is America. The important point is
that the Soviet Union in entering a time of
change, and whether she will change into an ally
will depend· on reception received by the rest of
the world. Gorbachev versus Yeltsin, can they
work together; or should they, even? Speaking
as Halmark, only time will tell.

Opinion

··

·

.

·
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News Editor
Sports Editor
Opinion Editor
Confetti/Collage Editor
Copy Editor
Photo Editor
Art Director
Production Manager

Heidi Steiner
Jamie Johnson
Jocelyn Jepson
Bridgett Clark
J.C. Smith
Charles K. Morrow
Brian M. Wente
Roy J. Fuoco

Russians revolted more against bad
liars than against bad government
still holed up in the Crimea.
Then we heard the "Mighty Eight That Blew It" say
they removed Gorbachev from power because (A) he
WHAT'S NEXT?
· was leading the nation to economic ruin (the fact that
the Bolsheviks had given him a 70 + year head start
Question: How many republics make up the ' was irrelevant to them), (B) he had broken constitution.al provisions (apparently there mustbe something
USSR?
in there that makes it legal to go around ousting legal
Answer: What time is it?
Since every other columnist in the world is doing it, leaders that the politburo is unhappy with), and (C) he
I might as well get in my two cents (or 150 rubles) worth was suffering from high blood pressure (an illness
which seemed to be making a surprising number of
of opinion on Moscows recent events.
Colorado writer Ed Dom once wrote, ''What embar- rounds in Russia last week).
All t~ese reports came from the same exact source, the
rasses Marxists is history."
Quite true, Mr. Dom, quite true. And history was men who tried to retake the power base of the country.
Amazing, isn't it?
never so embarrassing as the five August days CommuHere is·a group of national leaders that couldn't run a
nist hard-liners had to endure last week when their
final stand against the threat of Democratic reforms decent economy while occupying one of the world's largest
turned out to be nothing more than the death throes of land masses with plenty of potential natural resources. .
their own ideology, and meal ticket.
On top of that, the bureaucratic structure of the
There must be something about the heat of August Soviet government was · so corrupt and completely
that causes government leaders to behave like such inefficient that its industrial establishment could not
horse's asses. Two years ago, Chinese people were manufacture a decent car, and its treasury maintained
killed by their own government when they asked for a currency with less value than rolls of toilet paper.
Its bureaucracy was so fouled up that the country
democratic reform. Lastyear atthls time, Saddam Hus8ein
couldn't even produce a workable telephone directory.
got a bug up his butt for more territory. Now this.
What's next?
The only thing the Soviet leaders ever had lots of
At the mo!Jlent, the big problem in Russia is what to practice at was lying; they lied to their people, to other
do with all those Communists. The first official step, of nations and, in the end, to themselves.
Yet, like everything else they stuck their hands into,
course, was disbanding the party structure itself, as
they were obviously inept at it. If last week's events
well as any of its related organizations.
ThisisabadcourseofactiononthepartofGorbachev, weren't enough, just recall the Chernobyl reactor acciYeltsin and the rest of the nation's current powers. If dent of 1985. Anyone remember the excuse the world
they really want to crush communism, the best way was given by the Soviet officials for not informing the
would be to al1ow the party and its subsidiaries to other world governments that the incident had taken
remain and tell them to exist on their own resources place? It was assumed that since it occurred on a
and support. Then, they could lean back and watched weekend, the other world leaders couldn't be contacted.
the party disintegrate under a barrage oflaughter from
Doesn't ev_ery nation shut down on weekends?
the Russian citizens. It would have collapsed within
C'mon, Bart Simpson could come up with a better
·
weeks, without a chance for its adherents to claim that · one than that.
communjsm was the '·'will of the people" unjustly eradiAt leah our own government does it with a little
cated by a vindictive government.
more style. It took almost a year ofhardcore investigaThe will of the people is, and has been, to be rid of the tive journalism before Bob Woodward and Carl
bloated bureaucratic whit.e elephant that was born out of Bernstein, working under one of the nation's best
the Bolshevik revolution. It's almost funny that the "coup" journalistic minds, Ben Bradlee, they were able to
was staged by the remnants ofthe very political group that crack the Watergate scandal. Take any other recent
had been in power since 1917.
scandal in our history: Irangate, the S & L scam, Jim
The whole idea of a communist society has finally Wright's shenanigans, et al. ·
Let's face it, when the American administration
become the worldwide joke that even the most amateur
of economists could have told the Soviet government it decides to cover something up, it takes years of invesalways was.
tigation to get at even a hint of the truth. In Russia, it
Perhaps both the greatest revelation and the small- only took the people about three days to see through the
est surprise coming out of the failed coup was that it smoke.
established how poor Soviet officials are at lying.
By the end of the workweek,. the perpetrators had
A quick glance at what transpired over the course of been discovered. Judging by the resulting action, it
the coup is particularly revealing. On Tuesday the should be a long time before any official tries pulling
"official reports" had Gorbachev in (A) Moscow and (B) that on the Russian people. again.

Bill Cushing
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What's left for the
leaders in Beijing
except for change?

Ul~LJ
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Geng Yun

•

CAMPUS COMMENTARY
'I•

he events taking place in the Soviet Union in the
wake of the bungled coup are truly encour~ging
to us. In just a matter of days, the dictatorship
and oppression that represented terror and anti-pro-·
gression have incurred great defeat. The picture is still
unfolding.
The events are developingfast.
Yet, the most essential an·d profoundimplication out
of all of these events is perhaps the will and power
demonstrated by the people and the stance taken by
those progi:essive leaders who followed the people's
will.
The Chinese leaders have always proclaimed they
put the people's interests on top priority and that they
will alway_s· s~rve the Chinese people wholeheartedly.
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This niight}\ave been true in the early·years when they
first seized power from the decaying and corrupted
Guomindan'g government. During that time, they represented t}:ieprogressiveforcesin the country. But then
they became corrupted themselves and eventually
embarked on a road of suppressing and ma.ssacringthe
·
people.
Nowadays, the Chinese leadership is being perceived as one that represents the conservative and antidemocratic elements. But be as it may, the Chinese
leaders have been very smart finding justifications for
continuing the dictatorship.
In the ear.ly 1980s, they claimed that China should
and can adopt the Taiwan and South Korea model to
develop its economy, which they argue had little democracy but a lot of discipline and efficiency. But then
situations in both Taiwan and South Korea changed.
Democratic mechanisms have begun to take roots in
both places.
In 1989, when the Romanian revolution took place,
the leaders in Beijing were scared to death. They knew
they had fresh blood on their hands and were most
unpopular with the people. But again, they quickly
, grasped excuses for their totalitarian leadership.
They said events happening in Eastern European
countries were totally irrelevant and alien to China
because the commilnist powers in that area were
brought upon by an outside force - namely the Russians. They said the Chinese revolution and the Chinese communist leadership were homegrown and enjoyed popular support ..
As we can imagine now, the Chinese leadership
must be fu a state of panic, for the world's largest and
oldest dictatorship is on its way out and that very
dictatorship is by far the most home-grown one.
Democracy and self-determination have become an
inevitable trend in the contemporary world. The leaders in Beijing should duly take note of that and begin
initiating genuine democratic changes in both the
political and economic structures in the nation.
If they fail to do it, their legitimacy to govern will
continue to slide. After all, the options are very limited
and there aren't many unused excuses left out there.
.Geng Yun is a graduate student studying communications .
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NAKED EXPRESSION

very good friend of mine dropped by the crib the
other night, carrying with him a herd of psychotic energy, a shirt clad with revolutionary
buttons with slogans like "F*** New World Order," and
vision of pirating the airwaves that would successfully
filter his words through the City Beautiful and limit his
.
wardrobe to black and white;
My first reaction to the idea of pirating was, ;'Dude,
what the fl'**"; however, after completely digesting the
notion· (cheese sandwiches for breakfast and mandat<?ry back rubs from a G bigger than Bo and uglier than
Bird) I found it to contain the potency to wake up a lot
of stone cold apathetic participants in the human race.
The original notion, as stated, would be to scrape away
all that Ron Jon Ponce de Leon Von Jovi loser music,
implement cha11enging commentaries ofhuman interests (the antithesis of a Michelle Muroesque white
bread, offend not the white middle class mainstream
puritanical conservative GOOD AMERICAN commentary) and allow plenty of airspace for feedback between
DJ and listener/caller.
Now, I found this notion interesting, but perhaps
limiting in the concept.
Imagine, ifyou can, the existence of a station with no
agenda.
Imagine, for the hell ofit, if you invited a few cats off
the corner of Washington and Orange to work the mike
every Tuesday and Thursday, if you held Steve Jerve
sound alike contests every Friday, if you only played
music that never made the top 40 list and made live prank
phone calls to the Muro residence at4:15 every evening on
Mondays.
Ye Cats, wouldn't there be lots O'perspective in the
happening?

Cl..l...l. VV 1
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A step further - imagine you're watching the local
news (don't whine, you'll like this) and instead of
watching the Evil Michelle Muro and her cohorts of
white-breadocity, you saw Frank Zapppa on anchor,
Terminator X on weather and Gordon Liddy on sports .
Ye Cats, people would want to watch the news more
than The Simpsons. And, this takes me to another
point - our media figures, the source of mecha and
those who rehash it: If they seemed more human than
yesterday's spam, the masses might want to know
what the hell's going on.
This ·e ntire information society, which I'm pretty
sure is controlled by Miche11e Muro, does little to amuse
or invoke the averagejoe.
Can you, for instance, expect a person who works
eight hours a day in urban filth, who earns less than
nothing, who is tired as balls at the days end and whose
only source ofentertainment is to feed his two 12 pound
non-domesticated rats, Looey and Burt, a weeks worth
of food each day, PHEW, to sit and watch local News
spokespeople who look like the miserable tyrants he
works for and speak of people so foreign to him that
even his rat Looey would refuse to eat a free meal with
at The Olive Garden. You Can't.
Now, to get to the crux of this bastard, and I will by
the time I finish this work of banter, it seems that our
information society consists of a mob of polyester wearing, anus fondling, God fearing, trend molesting aliens
that have taken over the local news programs, political
arena, airwaves, and part ofNew Hampshire. They are
an evil group who seem to believe that-poverty is an icky
fad that will pass any time and that Michelle Muro is
one fine looking babe.
Ye Cats, I have an idea that's stranger than reality
-let'soverthrowthesealiensandgochowdownatThe
Olive Garden - it's on me, boys!
-Naked Expression will be published on Thursdays.

STUDENTS SPEAK OUT ·
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The Central Florida Future is beginning a new feature in.which the
students will have a forum to express theirviews on an issue. Each
week we will ask a question and encourage our readers to call in
with their opinions. Wewillrun the opinions everyTuursday. Our
hotline number is 823-3956.
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This weeks question:
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Can Gorbachev
8nd Yeltsin work
together?
1
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GREEK CORNER
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Congratulations to all the men who made
the best choice. ·Friends of the HeartThank you for helping with rush and looking so good. Troy State Sat.-Bus rides to
game. UCF-SIG EP ! ! !
PHI DELTA THETA
No, those aren't Bugle Boy jeans and I
DON'T have any Grey Poupon. Phi Delt
Rush continues. Welcome to the family,
pledges Induction is on Sat. Next week, a
Yugo gets letterman ed.
ALPHA TAU OM EGA
FRI DAY @7pm in HPB260 RISK MGMT
SEMINAR is MAN DATO RY or no social.
Sat: Pregame 3pm & "Around the World"
Posi. Brian Collier's hard work & dedication is noticed & appreciated, Good job w/
rush".
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Hey IAE, What a Rush! Thanx Mll for
that extra effort during Rush! Rushees,
Don't settle for less, wait. for the best!
Tonight is Reggae nite ! zr A get ready for
Troy State bus ride-Trojan Buster party
@ House. All ladies welcome. Kevin L.,
Can we date Tiffany? VIP passes to the
palacelimited/Trump-Kiki. Congrats New
Brother.
DELTA TAU DELTA
DELTA TAU DELTA RUSH PARTY
FRIDAY 8-12@ THE HOUSE
TROPICAL ISLAND PARADISE
DIRECTIONS OR QUESTIONS 6588818
YO! RUSH ~T.6. !

CLUB INFO

Student Accounting Society will have its
first meeting on Sept.3rd at 3pm in Room
121 in the BA Bldg. All accounting majors
are encouraged to attend. All are welcome.
PAINTBALL CLUB
Its about time UCF has its own Paintball
Club! Jungle Bunnies and Old hands
equally Welcome. Teams being organized now. Call 365-8406.
A.A. MEETING EVERY WED. 12-1 PM
STUDENT ICENTER RM 214
GSUCF
GAY STUDENT UNION
Off-Campus meetings and activities Formore information contact-the Counseling
Center 823-2811

posit. Altamonte Area. 291.-6729. Please
Leave Message.

school, 2b/2ba $440/mo . for info, call
Jerry 321-7343 or 1-.BOO-n7-4366.

ROOMMATE WANTED- N/S responsible, neat, W/D, some furn, more. Suburbs home near UCF. $250 + 1/3, Mark
678-3600

4 Bdrm, 2 Bath House, close to UCF,
large fenced yard, ceiling fans in all
rooms $675 mo. 843-9513

Roommate to share a 2BD2BR New
duplex, 2 miles to UCF, Completely furnished except your room must be clean,
Call Bill 679-4812
2 Females needed to share master br. of
2BR/BA Woodlands Apt. N/S, quiet, reSR,Onsible $163 ea.Imo Call 823-9904
2 females needed to share 3bdrm
townhouse - partly furn. ·& fully furn.
bdrms, private jacuzzi on patio, W/D
community pool, tennis. NO PETS. Call
327-7414 $250 deposit return. $275 / 1
room.mate $250 I each for 2.
1.5 miles from UCF. Washer - Dr}ter
Phone Microwave. Share Bd. Ba. $125 I
mo. + util. Please call 380-0453
Female roommate wanted $150 for own
room+ 1/3 of utilities, share bath, W/D
Call Catrina 678-3221
2 by 2 Town house w/ washer dryer!
quiet & gorgeous location, 10 min. from
UCF, must be responsible $270 month+
1/2 util. Call 381-2533
Needed ASAP M/F non-smoker to share
duplex 5 mi. from UCF 671-1468

Female Roommate Wanted To Share
Apt With Same. 2BR/2~A, W/D, All The
Amenities. $310/mo + 1/2 Utilities, De-

!
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Oviedo area almost new 3/2 home, big
lot, $3,500 down, 520 per mo. Also
LakeFront Lot $29,000, $2,500 down.
Plus Lake Access Lot $14,900, $2,000
down Broker 644-8256
81Yamaha400 Special good condition
$650 or best offer Also 89 Yamaha Radian 3500 mi only 600cc $2050 or BO
call 381-9228

Sales representative to market resume
services on UCF campus. Call Resume
House at 904-371-6769,.

15 positions must be filled by sharp,
positive people by Sept. 20th. Flex hrs,
no exp. necessary. Great resume experience. For information
CALL 236-0170

Couch, loveseat, chair - $200
Coffee table & end tables - $50
Microwave stand - $10
Sharon L-425-3663 day- 299-5794 nite

2/2 apt near UCF Wash I Dry, fans,
dishwasher. Nice. $450. 365-7532

Camera 35mm MinoltaX700 with SOmm
lens $170 679-4812

Detached Efficiency on 5 AC $325 I mo
lncls: laundry, covered parking, local
phone, utils $150 dep, $250 I pets 3661758

Lav.:-n Mower Murry 22" $40 281-7403

Apartment for Rent- Excellent location,
University Blvd. +Alafaya Tr, walk to

Driver and Vehicle Detailer, part time,
flexible hours, 5-15 hours per week, must
have good driving record $7 per hr., will
train, call ~-F, 3to5 pm only, l.P.S. 407898-7079.

Queen bed w/frame $150 obo Two end
tables $20 ea. obo 281-8484 after 6

NEW, STILL BOX IBM CLONE, MUST
SELL 286/386, 40 MB HARD DRIVE S/
VGA Floppy 3.5&5.25 MIKE 671-1067

1Bdrm I 1Bath Apt, walk to UCF, bus
goes by front door, quiet complex, flexible lease term, $325 I mo. Call 2816545

Math Tutor Wanted for Algebra and
Geometry Call Michael Tierny Testing
Specialist 897-3300 ·

BACK TO SCHOOL JOBS
$8.75 10 start FOR REAL

Room for rent in Chuluota $130 mo +
Utilities Kitchen Use AC 365-5796

Room for Rent - All util paid for $300 I
mo. Quiet area. Call 282-1488 for more
info.

HELP WA"TED

'85'Pontiac 6000 LE P/S P/B P/W P/D,..
AM/FM Stereo. Works great $2000 or
best offer 281-8484 after 6pm.

Desk-metal, 4-drawer, good cond.-$60
Call 366-4912

2Bdr. I 2Bath Duplex near UCF, backyard is river, park across river, fishing,
sunbathing, $550 I mo. Call 281-6545

ROOMMATES

HOUSE FOR SALE: 3 bdrm 2 bath . In
Alafaya Woods subdivision in Oviedo
Fireplace, vaulted ceilings, ceiling fa.ns,
water softener, electric garage door
opener. 5 yrs old. $4600 down, asking
$92,000. 30 yr assumable mortgage.
This one will sell fast! 292-6351 Broker.

Bedroom /bath 5 miles from UCF $250/
mo cozy country home I fem~le only
non-smoker call 365-7762/660-0343
x306

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE fROM
$465 TO $510. MOST HAVE WASHERS AND DRYERS. ALL HAVE TWO
BEDROOMS, 3 WITH CARPORTS.
CALL FOR INFORMATION ATTAINABLE PROPERTIES INC REALTORS.
273-8937, AFTERNOONS AT 12066
TIFT CIRCLE-1 :30-4:30.

GOVERNMENT SEIZED Vehicles from
$100. Fords. Mercedes. Corvettes.
Chevys. Surplus. Buyer:s Gui~. (1)'805
962-8000 Ext S-4628

FOR SALE

NX-125 motorcycle, 1989, elec.start,
3,500 mi, $1100 656-8813

FOR RENT

IS IT TRUE ... JEEPS FOR $44
THROUGH THE U.S. GOV'T? CALL
FOR FACTS I 504-649-5745 EXT. S2568

FOR SALE: Enjoyment of Music (MUL
2010) Textbook and Cassettes $50 David
381-5208
Rowing Machine and Ski Machine which
folds for storage. $50 each - FIRM. Call
Judy at ext. 35544 or 339-2043
Couch $50 and 2 matching chairs $50
Must sell Call 273-5415
New Compu.terWorkcenter $70 3823356
GE3.6 Cu .. Ft. REFRIGERATOR, 4
months NEW, Perfect in Dorm $125
ONLY I Call 823-4392

AUTOS
DODGE CHARGER 1987 2DR, auto,
AC, 61,000 miles, $3,500 I ofter 6568813

TheALL-PURPOSE USED BOOK
STORE 2000 sq.ft. of all types, hardback or paper. Heavy on SF and NF.
LEGIBLE LEFTOVERS/THE CAT'S
MEOW, 706 N. HWY 17-92,
LONGWOOD. 339-4043.

Ml LLIONS OF DOLLARS GO
UNCLAIMED each year because students are unaware of many sources.
College scholarships are available, 6 to
25 sources per student guaranteed.
FREE info. students to college 11 O
Butterfield Ave. Watertown, NY 13601

TYPISTS

·-

t

TYPING SERVICES-call Nancy at6794006.
WP.EDITING: APA, MLA,etc.366-0538
WORDMASTERS 277·9600
Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
Word Perfect 5.0 IBM l1;?tter quality/laser printing.
Fast* Professional* Accurate
PROFESSIONAL PC SERVICES 3807429

RPS NEEDS PIT PACKAGE HANDLERS FROM 2-GAM $7 PER HR CALL
297-3715

GET IT DONE!
Wordproeessing; Proofreading; Editing
Macintosh-Letter Perfect - Very Reasonable Rates 366-8236

Bookworms! Read Books For Pay!
Earn $100 a Title! Free Recorded
Message Reveals Details 813/852-8707

TUTORS

Ladies wanted to deal B.J. for clubs/
parties. Exp. or will train. 862-3521
LOOKING for a Tremendous NO RISK
GROUND FLOOR OPPORTUNITY to
REPRESENT One of AMERICAS MOST
REPUTABLEandSUCCESSFULCOMPANIES, that OFFERS GUARANTEED
BONUS INCENTIVES for YOUR HARD
WORK? PLEASE CALL FOR EXCITING DETAILS. 277-1677
ENERGETIC INDIVIDUALS NEEDED
to participate in unique marketing program, with attractive benefits. For details
CALL 277-4660.
Earn $150/wk part time. Must be willing
to work 15-18 hrs/wk. Send SASE for
free info to: Godwin Industries, Dept.
200, 643 Jamestown Blvd. Suite 2137,
Alt Springs, FL 32714

LSAT GMAT GAE Prep Course
Open Enrollment High Scores
Taught by testing specialist
Michael Tierney, 897-3300 or 341-0003

PERSONALS
SWM, 23, 6' 175, looking for SWF, 1924, who is interested in sports, horseback riding, and enjoying life. No ·
druggies, party maniacs or fatties. Respond with photo and phone to :P.0 Box
6n511, Orlando, FL 32867-7511

To The Best Defense Player#84, Best of
Luck at the Game.Saturday I UCF Defense is #1
Love Ya, Heloisa

I

SERVICES

We guarantee you money for college!
Private sector scholarship & grants
matching service. 200,000 sources data
base insures success call today educational aid inc.-904-376-7366 or Box
90371 Gainesville, Fl 32607

Ladies Tired of Dating Boys? .. Tall,
handsome, white, professional male
BA/MBA, has a life, great career, great
future, ready to start family, seeks very
special lady, twenties, upperclass/grad
std, must be tall, trim, intelligent,
sense/humor, fun adventurous, want to ·
"settle-down". Send phone & photo
(returned) Write to P.O. Box 5552,
Winter Park, FL 32793

The office will be closed on Monday,
September 3 because of Labor Day,. The
deadline for the Tuesday issue is now
Friday, August 30 at 4 p.m .
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SPARCstation IPC
from

~un

Microsystems

Sun's SPARCstation™ IPC
gives users the power, high-resolution
displays, exp~ndability, and networking
. capabilities o_f high-performance .
workstations -at prices lower than high-end PCs-.
•

.,

'

Features Include:
-High Performance 25-MHz SPARC integer floating-point unit
11.8 SPECmarks (17.4_MIPS and 2.2 ~OPS)
8MB onboard memory expandable to -48 MR
SCSI-2 Port Built-in
Audio I/O port
207MB Internal Hard Disk

.

Built-in Networking - ·
.

Built in Ethernet port
Sun's ONC™ open systems distributed computerg environment

Easy to use - ·
OPEN LOOK graphical user interface
OpenWindows DeskSet enviromant
SunOS 4.1.1 Preinstalled on the- disk

•

Now, For a limitedtime ONLY $3,283*
*With a Qualified trade worth $1000. See your dealer for details.

.---------------~------------------------~--~------------------------~:
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Ingrid Chavez looks to justify her conhibution

Lenny Kravitz, a notable talent in his own right, ·
overlooked the rights of a fellow muscian. (Virgin Records)

~

Peering from the shadowy manipulations of typical showbusi~ess hype, Ingrid
Chavez sheds light on her newly credited career. (Warner Bros. Records)

by David J. Shoulberg

F YOU HAVE TURNED ON A RADIO WITHIN THE
past year, you have heard the song-writing skills of Ingrid
Chayez. Ingrid who?
Chavez is the hot new singer/song-writer/poet who
penned Madonna's smash hit "Justify My Love." Most
. recently she has starred opposite Prince in the musical ''Graffiti
Bridge." About to release her
debut album on Paisel y Parle, I
spoke with Ingrid on all of the
above and more ..
DS: Why has there been such a
issue over royalties and song-

writing credits over"Justify My
Love?"
IC: The issue is thatthree people
wrote a song and only one
person got credit and
compensation for it (the song).
We have a claim filed and hope

to have it resolved soon.
DS: Where was the mix up that
you did not receive proper
credit?
IC: That came from Lenny.
Lenny Kravitz. It was his taking
thesongtoMadonnaandsaying
that he solely wrote it. She said

Madonna, the immaculate bystander in a musical
question of ethics. (Sire Re.ants)
yes, not knowing that all of this
would happen, and not knowing
thatLennywas misrepresenting
the song.
DS: What exactly was your
contribution to the song?
IC: The lyrics and the vocal
style.

DS: Have you spoken with
Lenny Kravitz since ·the songwriting dispute?
IC: No.
DS: Tell me your inspiration for
the songs and poems you write?
CHAVEZ.Continues page 17
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Branagh holds dual roles again in psychological thriller
by Bill Cushing

Four years ago Kenneth

•
y

nominations
as well as
the respect
of those
involved in the industry
worldwide.
Now ·he again wears the dual
hatoflead actoranddirectorinthe
film version ofScottFrank' s story,
"Dead Again."
There are two things Branagh
has learned from his years of
performing and presenting
Shakespeare: The traditional
fonns are still the best and c,mention
to detail is necessary.
Like som~ of Shakespeare's
best, "Dead Again" is a tale within
a tale as it follows the parallel
stories of Roman and Margaret
Strauss, and Mike Church and a
woman named Grace, both parts
played respectively by Branagh
and Emma Thompson. It even
employs Robin Williams in a
small but powerful part as an
"exiled" psychiatrist. He provides

•

•

comic relief and balances the story
with relevant infonnation.
The movie opens wi th
headlines and copy of newspaper
reports,endingwiththeDecember
10, 1949 report that Strauss was
found guilty of the murder of his
wife. Prior to his execution, he is
visited by Gray Baker (Andy
Garcia), a cynical newspapennan
who covered the event. At that
meetingStrausstellsBaker, "This
is far from over."
The scene then shifts to 1990
. Los Angeles where Church, a
private investigator, is called by
theorphanagewherehewasraised
to help discover the identity of an
amnesic woman found by the
order.Sheisplaguedbyrecurring
nightmares of a murder attempt.
That murder attempt is a

Emma Thompson stars in the gothic pyschotic/horror/thriller "Dead Again" that
delves into the murderous question of double reincarnation. (Paramount Pictures)
reconstruction of the earlier
Margaret Strauss case. While
trying to locate the woman's
family or friends, Churchisvisited
by ahypnotist(DerekJacobi) who
discovers this fact.
As the pieces of the puzzle start
to form into a cohesive whole, a
· relationship develops betwee.n
Church and the woman. Suddenly,

the audience is ':"atching both a
love story and a murder mystery
that are both wrapped up in a
Gothic horror story that concerns
the possibility of reincarnation of
not one, but two characters.
And what a horror s'tory· it
becomes. "Dead Again" is the sort
ofpsychological thrillerin the vein
of "Silence of the Lambs" with

the timing of '.!f>sycho."
Branagh, who grew up
watching American movies,
learned much from the experience.
In "Henry V" Branagh employed
the camera work of Sam
Peckinpah, in "Dead Again" he
seems to have learned audience

-
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Steve Martin's version of life and love in City of Angels available on tape
'

by Kuan-Lin Wang
'

Simply said,
Steve Martin
is to · Los
Angeles what
Woody Allen
is. to New
York City.
Martin, who wrote "L.A.

Story," should be commended for
his screenwriting achievement.
It's not a heart wrenching story
like "A Room With a View" or a
gut wrencher like "The Killing
Fields," but a satirical, romantic
comedyoftheCityofAngelsfrom
the eyes of Harris K. Telemacher,
the "wiggy weekend weathennan
with the wuh-wuh-wacky

NOWYOUCAN
GET DIRTY FOR A
WHOLE LOT LESS.

weekend weather" foralocalL.A.
television station.
Telernacher, played by Martin,
is the weekend weathennan who
goes through the same routine
everydaywhenforecastingtheLos
Angeles weather- 72 and sunny.
If you 're not from L.A., like I
am, you may not catch some of
the humor, but even then the movie

is still laugh after laugh.
Full of subtle jokes
like the French
restaurant L'Idiot's to
the hot vacation getaway
El Pollo Del Mar, "L.A.
Story" is full of clever
humor that gives a
personprobable cause to
seethe film two orthree
times to make sure they
haven;t
missed
anything. A hint: take a
good look at every sign
that is given some air
time in the movie.
The story tells how
Telemacher meets and
woos ·Sara McDowel, a
British journalist and
probably the only other
semi-sane person in L.A.
Sara, portrayed by
Victoria Tennant("War
and Remembrance" and
"All of Me") sparks a
L.A. continues p. 15

Steve Martin and Victor ia
Tennant in ,.'L.A. Story." (Tri-Star).

SPEND AYEAR IN JAPAN!
The Japan Exchange and Teaching Program

':

If you have an excellent knowledge of English, hold a

A great sport mountain bike. Designed for the aggressive trail rider looking for a.responsive ride. The 830
features quality Shimano Exage 300 LX components

/IJBJ[(E WORK~?

~................~ :;;?""~
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9100 E. Colonim ·Orlando
(at Bel~y)

bachelor's degree (or will receive one by August,
1992), and are a U.S. citizen, theJ.E .T. Program
, needs you! Opp.ortunities are available
in Japa·nese schools and
government offices.
.
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U.S. govemment according to P.J.
Reviewed by Bill Cushing
You gotta love P. J.
"Parliament of Whores" is billed as a
work in which "A Lone Humorist
Attempts to Explain the Entire U. S.
Government." The body politic is, of
course, not only irrational, it is
inexplicable. That is a fact whichP. J. has known for
years, yet he continues to study modem "social
contracts," from New England town meetings to
"Fat City" itself, Washington, D.C.
Perhaps the title is a bit of a misnomer.
O'Rourke doesn't necessarily explain
government; he dissects it
Or, rather, lances it like a boil.
"Giving money and power to
govemmentislikegivingwhiskey
and car keys to teenage boys," he
writes early on in the work. He
ends the book by statil}g, "Every
government is a parliament .of
whores. The trouble is, in a
democracy the whores are us."
Fornearly a decade, 0 'Rourke
has covered both the international
and national scene, writing for
publications ranging from Rolling
Stone to both the New Republic and the American
Spectator. Although compared to gonzo-joumalist
Hunter S. Thompson, he is actually closer to being
our generation's H. L. Mencken ("Freedom is its
own punishment.") or Will Rogers ("Politicians are
interested in people. Not that this is always a virtue.
Fleas are interested in dogs."), only with more
chutzpah, and he has definitive targets.
He is articulate, obseiv ant, lucid ·and that rarest of
animals today, a true conseivative.
'Tm a real Republican (unlike some current
presidents of the United States I could name),"
0 'Rourke obseives.
"Parliament of Whores" is a collection of articles
- sort of a Greatest Hits of P.J. -published over
the past several years in magazines such as "The
New Republic" or "Rolling Stone," where he is a
White House correspondent.
P. J. has a unique perspective of governmental
workings, the sort of understanding that Voltaire
would have appreciated.
"We forget a democracy is not a person or a
sentient being of any kind. It can't even act like a
legal fiction of a person the way a corporation c;an,"
he writes, noting elsewhere that "the budget grows
because, like zygotes and suburban lawns, it was
designed to do nothing else."
He understands that bureaucratic time is
something which "is slower than geological time
but more expensive than time spent with Madame
Claude's girls in Paris."
What 0 'Rourke has done in this book is to string
them together in a relatively categorical and topical
manner, and the subject headings - starting with
why God is a Republican and Santa Claus is a
Democrat - are every bit as entertaining as the
essays themselves.
While covering the flag desecration/burning
amendment fiasco of 1989, P. J. was present when
the decision was handed down. He describes the
portico of the high court of the land as it looked,
going from the burners to the press to the protestors

111111111111111111111111111111011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

to the tourists: "Concentric circles of fools,
' each more ridiculously clad than the next, ·
spread across Capitol Hill from the
Supreme Court's grand portico. What :
Arnericaneededwasnotaflag-desecration .
law but a dress code."
In a commentary on the 1990
omnibusfarmbill,henotesthat"U.S.farm
policyiscoercive,collectivistandcentrallyplanned
and has been since 1929 ... But fa1ID policy, though .
it's complex, can be explained. What it can't be is .
explained." Then, as a seque into our current·
internationalsituation,headds,"Farm programs even
make American foreign policy more screwed up than
it is already- not an easy thing to do."
:
Inan-updatedversionofhisAug.24, 1989"RQlling
Stone"commentaryonthesavings
and loan situation (one of the best
journalistic efforts on the topic),
he believes that "the idea seemed
tohavebeentoletthedisastergrow .

.
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Don't d1·e
of embarrassment.

·

Yes, it could be embarrassing to
ask a man to wear a condom,
especially if you don't know him
very well.
But that's exactly who you
need to ask -· the man you don't
know.
.
Anc! if he says no, so can you.
Because you can't be sure
who's infected vv!th the AIDS
virus.
Not ~ioving sex is one sure way
to avoid AIDS. If you decide to
have sex, using a condo·m is your
best protection .
It's as simple as that.
AIDS is incurable, and if you get
it, you'll. likely die.
So start carrying condoms and
tell your partner to use them.
Because the consequences of
getting AIDS are more than ·
just a little
embarrassing.
They're deadly.

=

until only the taxpayers could
afford to pay for it."
Not that every piece in
these pages evokes the black
humor which he is so adept at
bringing out. Two of the essays·.
-oneonpublichousingprojects,
another on the drug problem - are darkly serious
and uncomfortable.
Yet, even at his funniest, P. J. is serious and
uncomfortable.
O'Rourke stands as our nation's best and most
effective political obseiver and commentator, and
much of his writing offers what will become
tomorrow 's aphorisms. This is no idle prediction; he

=

AIDS

==

If you think you can't get it,
you're dead wrong.

~~e:~~ybeen immortalized on the Cu1TI1udgeon's ~1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
Cite these examples:
• "Whatever it is that the government does,
sensible Americans prefer that the government do it
to somebody else. This is the idea behind foreign
policy."
• "A special interest is any person or group that
wants to be treated differently from the rest of us by
the government"
• "Social-program spending is spending done
directly on the public rather than for the public's
benefit. Note the mental image evoked by the very
word public: public school, public park, public health,
public housing. To call something public is to define
it as dirty, insufficient and hazardous.'.'
• "When buying and selling are controlled by
legislation, the first things to be bought and sold are
legislators."
Perhaps one of the funniest pieces in here deals
withtheAudi5(XX)Self-AccelerationPlagueof1986,
when consumer advocacy groups stepped in to
demand investigations to explain away the problems
these cars had, besides the fact that drivers were
stepping on the wrong pedal. In this, 0 'Rourke studies
the whole concept of consumerism: "Literally
interpreted, the word means 'an ideology based on .
the opposite of being productive'."
He even exposes the follies of his own profession:
"Journalists are·notoriously easy to kid. All you have
to do is speak to a journalist in a very serious tone of • If you want to spend an
voice, and he will be certain that you are either telling · evening with'30 people
the truth or a big, important lie. It has never occurred
have a party!
to any journalist that he was having his leg pulled."

·i-------------"---"-------------------- . ~---
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Mary was crippled for life in an auto accident.
The driver of the other car was driving after
"just a few drinks." But they were cn0ugh
to cause a mistake in judgement. And
· now Mary can't walk. She is only
one of over 500,000 people injured
or killed each year in an auto
accident involving drinking drivers.

Don't drink and drive.
The next Mary could be you.

.

• If you want to raise
your test scores - call

The greatest crippler and killer in the nation •
It's called "drinkingand driving."
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DEAD

London stage instead of being
FROMPAGE13
from Chicago, and Thompson
wife)
can
(Branagh 's
manipulation from Alfred communicate more with her
Hitchcock.
eyes than most actresses can
The symbolic nature of the with dialogue. Garcia puts in
film is obvious without being another solid performance and
blatant - a wedding ring, the seems to be on his way to
building housing the orphanage becoming our generation's
itself, a lo.ve scene and the Humphrey Bogart, and, on top
appearance of the murder of all this, Williams practically
weapon all add to the slowly steals the show with· his
building tension of the story.
intensely facetious rendering
Additionally, when the true of
a
doctor
whose
nature of the mystery is revealed, professional disgrace has led
it is a mindblowing revelation him to a slaughterhouse.
on the order of" Jag.ged Edge."
This is another fine product
·The acting in this movie is all from Branagh, who has proven
first-rate. It is difficult to believe himself to be a dependable
that Branagh was raised in entertainer who understands his
Belfast and tra.ined on the medium and his audience.

LA.
FROMPAGE13
great chemistry with Martin. After
all, they are married in real life·.
With mystical help from a
prophetic freeway sign,
Telemachergoes out to woo Sara,
but gets sidetracked withSanDeE.
Played by Sarah Jessica Parker
("Equal Justice" and "Girls Just
Wanna Have Fun"), SanDeE is a
post-Valley girl who dates just
about anyone in the world.
Things get even more
complicated when Sara's exhusband,Roland\'HudsonHawk'),
insists that they spend a weekend
together to see ifthey can get things
back the way they were.
Shot in 42 locations in and

around Los Angeles, "L.A. Story"
sports a cameo by Rick Moranis
as a British gravedigger, Patrick
Stewart ("Star Trek: The Next
Generation") as the German
managerofL 'Idiot's; supermodel
Iman; and Chevy Chase.

15

The film, shot with various
close-ups, zooms, and timelapse photography, h~s a
surrealistic quality that makes
it more cinematic in the fashion
of old Hollywood ..
Martin portrays Telemacher
with hilarious results. Every
minute is chock full of humor,
whether it is vocal or visual,
such as the figure roller-skating
sequences through the city
museum while his best friend
records it on videocamera.
"L.A. Story" was released
on the big screen in February
but is now happily in your
local video store waiting for
you to pick it up. It's a must
see .. This movie is a keeper
for y~mr video library.

WORK SMARTER. ·
N HARDER.

,..
...

M

anagement or
marketing major?
Smart.
Finance or accounting
student? Also smart.
To be even smarter, you
need a BA II PLUS™ or BA35
from Texas Instruments
now, before assignments
pile up. They're designed
especially for business
professionals. The kind .
you're going to be.

,

Of course, the BA II PLUS ,
has basic business fu_nctions
like time,value,of,money.
Plus, it offers cash flow anal .·
ysis for internal rate of retur .·
(IRR) and net present value
(NPV). It even performs
bond calculations, depre,
ciation and advanced
statistics.
And the BA,35 is our·
most affordable calculate'
for time,value,ofmoney
calculations.
Try the BA II PLUS
or BA35 at your
local TI retailer
today. And start
working smarter,
instead of harder.
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Singer tries new concepts: responibility, integrity
New Orleans' Kenny Neal's latest effort, Walking on Fire,' burns through veins of the·blues world
proceeds
from
'Tinseltown' will be
donated to Habitat for
Hum ·a nity
International." The
whole idea of
corporate insensitivity
is taken up in the title track, which
sounds a little something like
Road."
"Copperhead
Unfortunately, the cotporation
Pierce is referring to is our nation's
government. Pierce's view seems
to be that what the government
lacks in integrity, it makes up for
with shock value, and that passes
for patriotism today.
Artist: Pierce Pettis
There is another song that is
Title: Tinsel Town
particularly interesting to me. It is
Producer: Mark Heard
about
-a
darkly-skinned
Label: .High Street
congressperson from "the
impoverished Fifth Ward of
This well-produced album is Houston"
full of not particular~y flashy . "His name was Mickey Leland.
acoustic guitar and a voice that is His name was not Mickey Mouse."
ple~sing to listen to, unlike the Pierce explains that this man was
whinesofmanyfolk-rocklegends. notadeceiver(strangelyenoughfor
Sounds great, doesn't it? Calm apolitician), but an inspiring failure.
wonderful romantic songs just (But if he was inspiring, was he a
make my mouth foam.
failure? Ask Jesus.)
. lsaidjust~hatyou're~g:
Mickey Leland died in a
~s album ~never make it. It questionable plane "crash" while
JUSt doesn t_ have eno_ugh .. onamissiontoEthiopia, wherehe
controversy. ~erce W?uld make hoped to reconcile between war
a much deeper lffipact ~f he could and hunger, for the people there
get. on~. o_f those . pare:µtal couldnotsatisfybothdesires. The
~dv1sory suckers on his album ?r song got me to think, and I thought
if ~e wore one of Madonnas abouthowifacountryisatwarfor .
corneal bras for men on the cover. 200 years retreating soldiers have
Instead, he cut his hair short.
a tendenc~ to destroy fields so the
What Pierce lacks in sho_ck enemy (whoever grew the crops)
value, he makes up for with cannot use them to gain any sort
integrity: "A portion of the

of advantage.
But back to the
album. Other songs also
have strong reflective
poetry, though not as
scomhing as in "Mickey
Leland"
and
"Tinseltown," my favorite songs
on the album. The opening track,
"Moments," is full of
contemplation. "Little Man" is a
testament to the miracle of
fatherhood. ~'So Many Words"
portrays those who talk the most
andloudestasbeingtheonesworth
listening to the least. Perhaps
related, "Swimming" is about the
irony ofhopelessness and religious
faith. In it, Pierce echoes the
familiar call that beckons us to
reach (swim) for "one they say
who came/ all the way from outer
space to lead us home."
On a similar note, "From Way
Up Here" depicts as heavenly the
place where people ignore what
they don't want to know, and this
keeps their irrational beliefs safe
from dangerous evidence. I have
no idea what he means.
Well, I suggest giving Pierce
Pettis at least one listen, or
perhaps you should check out
another Windham Hill artist,
Michael Hedges, who plays
fascinating guitar. As for me,
Testament just remind~d me to
"Practice What I Preach," so I
am compelled to volunteer that
as
an
additional
recommendation.
-Jeff Hunn

!SI

Artist: Kenny Neal
Title: Walking on Fire
Producers: Bob Greenlee, Kenny
Neal
Label: Alligator
If you want the blues done
proper, go to an expert.
Kenny Neal is an expert, and as
the son ofNew Orleans bluesman
Raful Neal, he's got the blues in
his blood.
''Walking on Fire, ''Neal's third
Alligator release, again proves the
prowess of a performer who has
the musical pacing ofRobert Cray
and a voice that can travel from
smooth as silk to coarse as canvas.
· On top of that, Neal is joined by
members of the Horny Homs,
James Brown's brass section, on
this outing.
"Look But Don't Touch," the
opening cut, is quintessential blues
with Neal wailing on his
Telecaster for all its worth, his

voicesoundinglikeit'sedged with
whiskey.
"I Put My Trust in You" is
lowdown and dirty while "Blue
Stew''has the fast pace ofChicago
blues that evokes musical images
of greats like Otis Spann or Paul
Butterfield.
-"Morning After" lets Neal
show off his harp lip as well as
. some nice, slow bottleneck guitar
work.
. "MyOnlyGoodThing"blends
traditional blues with some rock .
guitar licks"while' 'I BeenMissing
You, Too'' has an Otis Reddi...11g
soulful sound.
. The title track "Walking on
Fire" kicks in with the horn section
in a fastpaced soul-blues type of
number.
Trying to pick out the
outstanding songs on this
album is an impossibility
since it covers every phase
and facet of the blues in an
excellent manner. Besides
being a work from one of the
better blues performers of our
age, this album is almost an
anthological history of the
sound known as the blues.
This is the blues ... proper.
RafulNeal will perfonn at the
Junkyard in Casselberry at 9
p.m. on Aug. 30 and 31.
Raful and Kenny Neal with
the Neal Brothers will perform
at the Sarasota Bluesfest at
noon at the Sarasota
Fairgrounds on Sept. 1.
- Bill Cushing

Kinky Japanese load up VCR's with poro tapes while eating·baked squid
by Nick Conte
"No sex, no drugs, no wine, no
women, no fun, no sin, no you no
wonderit's dark," -The Vapors
So· what do you think the
Japanese
spend
their
entertainment yen on?
A) Baked Squid
B) The Kabuki theater
C) Cheap saki and loose geisha
girls
D) Sexually explicit material
Hold on to your hats folks, tlJ~-correct choice seems to be D.
DETAILS magazine reports that
the Japanese spend an estimated
$28BII.LION ayearonsex(That's
a lot of portable radiG sales!).

That $28 billion is equal to the stud who looked kihd of like an
entire gross national product of Asianized Mel Gibson.
Porno tapes are the second
Ireland and Wales combined.
Erotic comic books alone biggestsellers inJapan'sskintrade
amounttoawhooping$25billion these days. In Cl ionnal month,
ofthe adult entertainment market. over 300 tapes are produced. The
A typical Japanese adult comic estimated sale of these tapes runs
plot involves at least two buxom . near $2.6 billion annually.
Although they are a rarity in
nymphettes engagipg in various
forms of perversion · from the States, if a person cares to rent
lesbianism to midget hopping. The one of these Tokyo tales a local
females are all Anglo looking with .eroti·c v.ideotape store-has a small
selection of Japanese Porn in the
_blonde or red hair.
Since the text is in Japanese, international section (Hey, I was
one may have a problem figuring . lookingfor"Old Yeller'' and Ijust
out the storyline, but alas this is happened to notice!).
the universal language. The hero
AnotherpartoftheJapanese skiri
in this nudie-toon was a steeljawed tradeistheLoveHotelsandBrothels

ofTokyo. Thesehousesofill repute
operate just like any other brothel
does except for two variations:
1) Sexual contact in s0me of the
brothels is restricted to touching
and feeling.
·
2)Allofthewomenlookuptotheir
''Johns', (or''Kims") as the master.
This includes plenty ofpampering
to their favorite sexual needs.
What's even harder to believe is
that Japan, which is half the size of
Texas and has only half the
population of the U.S, spends as ·

much money on sex a~ the U.S. does
-on movies and music combined.
The Japanese yen for sexual
material is enormous, and
America, being the birthplace of
John Holmes, has the edge in
experienced smutrnckers. Maybe
now W$ finally have the export
product that will destroy the
Japanese juggernaut. Heck,
nothing else has worked !
We have to fa~ the ''bare facts''
that sex is big, even in a little
country.
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, Forget weddings, fall soap season offers murder, mayhem by Jamie Carte

"'

While students handle the daily
pressures of college life, love
triangles, startling murders and
• corpses coming back from the
dead are headlining some of their
favorite daytime shows. So, set the
VCR for an incredible fall season
'1
on the soap opera scene.
All My Children - Pine
Valley becomes hubbub ofactivity
• this fall. The ever-popular Erica
Kane, played by Daytime
Emmyless Susan Lucci, falls for
_, an unlikely suitor (hint: it's not ·
Charlie or Jack). Dixie will be
keeping up with Erica this season
. as she struggles with the past and
.. present and must choose between
Tad and Craig..Things will also
heat up for Brooke andher buddy• turned-boyfriend, Jack.
Another World-The major
news from "Another World" is
• that Anna Holbrook, who plays
Charlene Hudson, will not be
renewing her contract and her exit .
,. will be shrouded in mystery. In
the meantime, the annual
switching of lovers will begin
starting with Rachel Cory and
~ Michael Hudson. Cass Winthrop
will finally decide that Kathlene
is not for him, but getting back
together with Frankie could be a
huge obstacle. Kathlene won 'tstay
heartbroken for long as she turns
toGrantforcomfort. Two triangles
take shape when Olivia and
Jack and Jennifer will face
Amanda fight over Sam's
affections and Donna and Iris both Deveraux will not be happy
newlyweds for long, as Hawk
' try to land Spencer.
Days of Our. Lives - Tue continues with his scheme. This
biggest story of the summer is on zany couple will find themselves
penniless, which could be quite
~ the set{)f"Days" as the Madena,
Roman and, yes this is not a interesting. Their relationship
mistake, Roman storyline should keep enjoying the light,
'- continues. Expect the old Roman, comic tone that fans have come to
who was originated and played by expect because reportedly
Wanye Northrop until 1985, to Matthew Ashford, Jack? has
return to Salem in the next few included terms for his role in his
* weeks. This will definitely confuse contract negotiations. The off the
the current Roman, Drake record rumor, that Stephen
Hogestyn, and his identity will Nichols will retlirn to play Steve
"Patch" Johnson this season, is
t once again be bumped back to
John Black. Jack and Jennifer · false, but the writers have kept the
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some tough times on 'Days of Our Lives' in the coming months. (Photo coutesy Puppytracks)
plots.
Knots Landing -This is the
year to "save the environment" on
the only remaining primetime
soap, KL, and they launch many
storylines with that theme. Paige
will fall for a newcomer
environmentalist who could
change the way she looks at life.
Also, last season's cliff-hanger
when Karen hi ta carwithherfoster
son, Jason, inside will resolve.
Writers will not reveal whether
Jason survives, but expect Karen
to go to trial. and Frank will
represent her. The biggest shock
of the season will come in the"first
four episodes of the season.
Producer-shave said thataMAJOR
cast member will be leaving but,
they're saving that as a surprise.
Santa Barbara - Since SB
has signed on superstar, Jack
Wagner, viewers are going to be
seeing a lot of him. His character,
Warren Lockridge, will be vying

with Mason Capwell for Cassie
Benedict's love. Cruz (A
Martinez) will continue to search
for Eden (Marcy Walker), but
beware, Martinez is on a shortterm contract. Walker will have
her own sitcom this season called
"Palace Guard" on CBS. Don't be
surprised to see many new super
couples to fill the Cruz/Eden void.
The Young and the Restless
-RumorhasitthatJackAbbott's
new spouse could be Jill, Leanna
or maybe even Kay Chancellor.
Genoa City have to deal with a big
masquerade ball that will be
plagued by problems. Psycho
David Kimball comes face to face
with Cricket, Danny and Nina.
Lauren and.Paul face tragedy and
learn the secrets about Sheila's
baby. They will either see the
child's birthmark or learn about it
in a very different way.

over the heads of the audience?
IC: I feel like the media and the
commercial
world
IC: My·experiences as a woman, underestimates his (Prince's)
as a mother and just as a human audience. I find it hard to accept
being.Itissometimesmelancholy, the fact that it . went over
or introspective, sometimes anyone's head. I do believe
opt~1stic. If "h@W& that ljfe !s. ..:~~ough, th~t it W!Sn 't perfect
certainly a battl_~. but you learn production ·wis~15ut I still feel
~rom it-all artd it makes you wiser. they (critics) didn't give it a fair
chance.
It's very auto-biographical.
DS: How about your first meeting DS: Tell me about your debut
with Prince?
album.
IC: It was very spiritualforthe both IC: The record, in essence, is like
of us. We wound up creating avery ajournal. Yougothroughdifferent
wonderfully spiritual and a¢stic moodsanddifferentperiodsofmy
relationship out of it Most of the life. It takes you places. ·
poetry from my new album was DS: What is your sound?
written during this time (1988).
IC: It'sreallyfreshpop. Wedon't
DS: How was working on haveanyhip-hoporthatoverdone
"Graffiti Bridge," the film?
commercial pop. Real fresh, real
IC: Itwasoneofthe greatestworlc souifull. Somethingtochilloutto,
experiences I've ever had. even the fast songs are still laid
Creating something positive...
back. You have a chance to listen
DS: The film didn't fare well at to the wording. "Hippy Blood" is
the box office, do you feel it went gonna be a good radio and club

song. We just released "Elephant
Box"tosomeoftheclubsandDJs.
DS: What plans do you have now
that your album is complete?
IC: I would like to r~ach out more
on certain issues I feel strongly
about, but not to gain brownie
points in the public eye. I would
like to wri te.fo-r-some-0therpeopl~.
DS: Where do you want to be five
years from now?
IC: I want to have two or three
records behind me, so I can look
back on those albums and feel like
I have learned a lot and grown as
a person.
Watch for Ingrid as she plans
to tour clubs this fall.
"I don't listen to commercial·
radio ... I don't watch
television ... I watch what's
going on inside of me," she
says. "And I keep my
perspective on my relationship
with God, and that's what my
life centers·around."

storyline open for his return if the
actor choses to take their offer.
General Hospital - A BIG
murder mystery is on the way for
GH and writers will not reveal who
will be the unlucky victim, but Bill
Eckert, Tony Geary, could be
charged with the crime because
Executive Producer, GloriaMonty
would like to put some spice into
his storyline. Also expect a rough
time for Robert and Anna's
marriage as they will still be traced
and abused by arch-enemy,
Faison. Mac and Dominque won't
find happiness any time soon.
Guiding Light- Harley will
be learning more than she
bargained for as she tries to earn
her police badge. A romantic
relationship will blossom between
her and AC. Many changes could
be in store for GL as Jill Phelps,
who used to be head writer for
"Santa Barbara," has joined their
ranks, so get ready for some wild

CHAVEZ

FROMPAGE12

**Infonnation compiled from Soap
Opera Digest reports .
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Think of it as separate cheCks for your phone bill.
'·

If you've ever had trQuble figuring out just who made_which cails, take a tip from us. ·

Get AT&T Call Manager.t For free. D With Call Manager, all you have to do is dial a simple code. And. we'll

•

r

separate your long distance calls from the ones your roommates make. D Plus, if you sign up for Cal/Manager

now,' you'll also get a free ·hour's
worth of AT&T long distance calling.*
And you'll become a· member of
.
-

AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products and services designed to save students time and money

D So sign up for AT&T Call .Manager. Because

th~re

are some things roommates shouldn't have to share.

~·

GetAT&TCal/Managertoday. Call 1800 654-0471Ext.4813.
tTh1s service may not be available in residence halls on your campus. Must have true touch tone telephone and service.
'Good for one hour of direct-dialed, coast-to-coast, night and weekend calling, based on prices effective 2/16/91. Offer limited to one $8.25 AT&T Long Distance
Certificate per student. Offer valid through June 30, t992.
© 1991 AT&T
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u?~foo~may

wm it all without
anyone watching
Jamie Johnson
FREE THROWS
~

is great hanging question
T here
that looms over the football pro.gram at UCF. There remains one
key position on our team that, unless it
is filled, will haunt us for many years to
come.
No, it's not a hole in the offensive
line or defensive backfield. The dastardly missing link in the establishment of our team as one of the premiere
football programs is none other
then...you!
.
UCF boasts one of the fastest rising
teams in the country both in the talent
of our players and our coaches. We
have one of the finest collegiate facilities in the nation with the Citrus Bowl.
We boast an enrollment .of over 20,000
students and are located in a commu. nity that seems hungry for sports.
S9 everything seems picture perfect. If UCF continues to rise and Orlando continues to .grow, before you
know it, the Knights will be playing
No.tre Dame in the Orange Bowl.
Yet there remains one glaring hole
in this masterpiece.
UCF football has yet to develop a fan
following worthy of.its greatness. Last
season, the Knights were rooted on by
an average of 15, 692 fans who barely
filled but a handful of the 70,000 seats
in the Citrus Bowl.
. When you compare our home attendance to "the smaller schools we play
and then look at the size of their communities compared to the size_of Orlando, UCF fan support looks horrendous.
Take Georgia Southern, for example.
The Eagle's home, Paulson Stadium,
seats 18,000 people and the stadium
was once packed to nearly 26, 000 fans
in their 1989.season. The Eagles averaged 1 7,000 fans in ·Statesboro, Georgia, which is not exactly a booming
metropolis.
·
The blame for all of this lies on each
of us. The UCF student body has yet to
develop the glowing pride for this school
that the Seminoles and Gators boast.
That is understandable since the school
is only 25 years old. The question is,
when do we plan on beginning some
sense of school spirit?
· As you walk into your next class,
look at the amount of UCF, paraphernalia in comparison to the number of
FSU and UF shirts, key chains and
notebooks. It is up to you to take destiny in your own hands and get rowdy.
:fy.lany of you say that the problem is
not with UCF students but with the
Orlando· community not recognizing
the team or the school as a legitimate,
major institution. Don't look to them,
look to yourself.
,..
So here's the mission. Your jol? is to
actually believe that UCF is a great
school.
We need a vision. We need to understand that in 10 years, our school will
have one of the top foo~ball teams in
the country and one of the finest aca-demic standards anywhere. Why? Because Orlando is one of the fastest
growing cities in the nation and attracts a blend of cultures and people
that is unsurpassed by any.
The zany thing about UCF is that
· we have it all, we just don't realize it.
I'll see you in th e Citrus Bowl at 7
p.m. Saturday night. We can't win without you.
.·
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Knights to take on· Troy State
-

.

-;~.~
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by Jamie Johnson
SPORTS EDITOR

The UCF football team kicks off the
season at 7 p.m. Saturday in..the Citrus
Bowl against the Division I-AA Troy
State Trojans.
Last year quarterback Ron Johnson
came. into the game for starter Rudy
Jones andJed the Knight's to a 16-10
fourth quarter comeback win.
.
. The win set the series record even at
2-2 but continued what has been traditionally a hard fought game for both ·
teams.
.~It will be a war," Troy State coach
Larry Blakeney said. "We've got to be
prepared to threaten them a.t all times
with both the run and the pass to compete with them."
This will be Blakeney's first game as
head coach of the Trojans. A longtime
friend of McDowell, he is expected to
help Troy State build toward becoming a
Division I program.
"He's a good man and a good friend of
mine," McDowell s~id. "I ~ike him a lot. Receiver David Rhodes(in white)
They'll do some thmgs differently, but
they'll do things better. He's better than . makes the catch. (Mike DeHoog/TCFF)
a Jot of coaches."
'There'snosafestartwithTroyState,"
- TroyStateoperatesoutoftheiformatfon on offense which focuses on the run. Snell said."They play good, hard nosed
This usually means that opposing defen- football and I'm sure they'll do an outsive backs can breath a sigh of relief standing job. I really wish we had anwhile backing up the defensive line and other week, but I'm looking forward to
linebackers, but with Blakeney in charge some of our kids getting their feet wet.
the Knight's remain apprehensive.
Troy State coaches are kind of new so
''We're gonna tryto threaten with the were really anticipating what they're
run and the pass and try to be a 60-40 gonna do."
team, wjth ~O percent run and 40 perTroy State will be led byjunior tailback
cent pass," Blakeney said. ''We'd like to Eddie Coleman and-sophomore quarter.be able to keep them on thejrtoesand be back Russ Young., Coleman gained 495
able to do both enough to surprise them." yards in 84 attempts for 4 touchdowns.
UCF defensive back coach Doug Snell Young came on in mid-season last year
is fully aware ofTroy State's abi]jty, but and completed 30 of 4 7 passes for 369
wishes he had more time to ready "his yards and 2 touchdowns.
·
squad.
The Trojans also have added a 6-4,

265 junior college tight end out of Mississippi named Reggie White who is
being scouted by several NFL teams.
Troy State's defensive strength is in
their secondary, with three returning
starters including senior Rodney Singleton, senior Steve Leach and sophomore
Joe Heath.
·
These three players will match up
against UCFs talented passing game
led by junior Mike Dickinson and senior
quarterback Ron Johnson.
"Defensively , we're running the
same scheme as always," Blakeney
said. "Offensively, we'll still be in the I
formation. Hopefully we'll be sound on
both of them.'?
"The offense at Central Florida has
the full range of attack. They lost some
good receivers but they have some great
one's coming back."

l'
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Cross Country team~ builds toward the future
by Jamie Johnson
SPORTS EDITOR

In past years, mention of UCF in
sports circles .outside of Orlando inspired occasional mention of the nationally ranked golfteam or the rapidly
rising football program.
But as the school grew and the
athletic department gained conference
affiliation, the Knights have begun to
develop a full range of quality sports
programs.
One of these programs on the rise is
the Cross Country and Track teams,
led by Coach Francisco Castro.
The teams are young and have yet to
even look to compare themselves with
other established programs, but they
continue to progress one step at a time.
"This is thethird year I've been here,"
Castro said. "This is our second year in
·the conference. The·first year we were
a club. You can't compare us to a pro-.
gram like florida state. They have a hundred year old program, we have a
new team."
·
Last year the cross country team
was led by sophomore Kyle Klomp, who
earned the Most Valuable Athlete
Award for his leadership as team captain. Klomp went on to lead the team to
a sixth place finish in the old American
South conference 1ast year:
UCF finished in 10th place at the
championships held in Beaumont,
Texas. Klomp set a personal and school
record with a time of26 minutes and 12
seconds.
The women's team was led by Tammy
Chamberlain, whoovercamefallinginto

.

.

Heather Parker trains for the upcoming track season on Tuesday
during an afternoon Cross Country practice. (Charles K. Morrow/TCFF)
a gully during the Women's Confer- Castro said. "Our new facility wm help
ence Champiol).ship race to finish in a lot. In r~cruiting, we are looking for
l5th place with a time of19:34. Fresh- kids we know for sure will make the
man SyIvia Valdez finished four piaces grades. We believe this group will stay .,.
behind her and a minute.and two sec- here for four or five years."
onds later.
"This year we would like to see if we
This year the team looks to continue could look competitive on the state and
to develop and recruit for the future. ,. conference level. My main goal is the •
The Cross Country team added seven state....meet they have in Tampa."
freshmen to the men's team and five · The team's season will begin on Sepnew faces to the women's team for the tember 14 at the Miami Invitational
1991 season. .
and will culminate in the Sun Belt
"By '95, I believe that we should be
conference championship in early Noable to compete with a lot of teams,"
vember.
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to the Top
The UCF football team took a major leap towards
the mountain top experience of establishing itself
as a nationally prominent Division I football team
last season. Not only has the team ce:iptured the
attention ofthe national media and pollsters. but
it has also showed young recruits across the
country that the Knight's have an up and coming team.
With this national exposure
will come bigger .a nd better re. cruits and, one day, a program
that will help establish the University as an.elite institution.
- Although the program
is entering it's 12th year, the
Knights are corning back
-from an inaugural season
in Division I-AA football
that included a trip to
the playoff serpi-finals.
They lost to eventual National Champions Georgia Southern.
UCF became the only
teamindivisionI-AAhistmy to make the playoffs in their first year in
the division and are
looking this year to
reach the .ultimate pinnacle - the national
championship .
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OFFENSE
by Jamie Johnson

Gruttadauria has the size, abil- coach Robert Ector said.
ity and agility to play in the - With last year's tight end
NFL ifhe continues to progress. John Osbourne now a student
The UCF offense lit up the • "He's got the body for it," assistant with the team, freshskies and tore up the turf last Coach Gene McDowell said.
man John Wouda will step up to
King and Goforth are injured fill the spot.
season on the way to posting
offensive numbers that ranked ancf questionable for the season Running Backsamongthetopteamsin i;hecounGiacone is gone and Balasis
try. Although the team lost the
is a student assistant so it will
record breaking legs of Mark · 'We have a lot more
be up to Willie English to carry
Giacone and hands of Sean depth this year which
the running game. English apBeckton, the team appears ready
pears for the responsibility affor even greater heights this is a pleasant situation
ter gaining 751 yards and scoryear.
ing 13 touchdowns last year.
to be in." _
Offensive Line English will be backed up at
-Robert Ector
The Knight's return starters
tailback
by redshirt freshman
wide receivers coach
seniors Alex Goforth and DerCharles Anderson (5-11, 220),
rick Connor at the two tackle
who may be the next off~nsive
positions to give stability and
star for the Knight's.
experience at a position where opener.
Junior Ron Thow (5-9, 220)
it is·needed greatly. Goforth,.at Receivers-will take the starting fullback
The starters will be juniors position and will be backed up
6-feet-5-inches and 325 pounds,
has started three years in a row Mike Dickinson and Bret Coo- by junior Jason Kotar.
and with his size may even have per. Neitherpossess blazingspeed1
"fm confidentwithThowst:artan opportunity to go on to the but Dickinson's great hands and ing," McDowell said. "He'll give us
Cooper's blocking ability make the same thing Peny Balasis gave
NFL.
The tackle positions have them a potent combination.
us, maybe even more."
been filled by Doug Schoen, a 6Behind them will be redshirt Quarterback2, 247 sophomore out of Winter freshmen David Rhodes and
For the first time in years,
Park High School and "Buster" Brian Crutcher. Rhodes is con- UCF actually starts the season
Mills. King's back up is true sidered the best young receiver with a quarterback who won't
freshmen Chris Keene, a whop- to ever play for the Knights and have to constantly look behind
ping 6-3, 285 player who will a future All-American if he de- him to hqld onto his job.
anchorthe line for years to come. velops his potential. Crutcher is
Johnson should develop
The center position is occupied the fastest receiver on the team, even further when given a full
by Gordon King. King has size boasting a 4.4 seconds in the 40 season to develop. He specialand intelligence but will be yard dash.
izes in the short to medium
pushed for his starting spot by
"We have a lot more depth range passing game and is exredshirt freshman ·Mike this year which is a pleasant tremely mobile.
Gruttadauria(6-4, 245).
situation to be in," receivers
Behind -Johnso n will be
SPORTS EDITOR
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Wide Receiver-Bret Cooper

Fullback-Ron Thow
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Quarterl Ron Johnson
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Left Tackle-

· Derrick Connor

Leh Guard-Doug Schoen

"Center-Gordon King (injured)

Tailback- Willie

Eng5~h~Right

f/;1~ght
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Guard-Alexander Wills

Tackle-Alex Goforth (injured)
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Wide Receiver-Mike Dtckmson

Tight End- John Wouda -

'

redshirt freshman Darrin - be with the youth of the squad .
Hinshaw and sophomo r e
"When you compare inexpeTravis Peeples.
rience and youth, the offense is
Over all, t he offense appears much younger then the defense,
to be even better than last but I feel like we're in a good
year's. The only struggle may position," McDowell said.

•
•

•

Senior wide receive r Mike Dickinson shows his excellent concentration
and receiving skills during.a practice last week. (Michael oeHoogtTcFF)

THE RIVER, THE PARK, THE TREES.. !
THE DIFFERENCE.
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LOCATED JUST_
MINUTES

I BRANJ)

FROM UCF
Beeause life is the

greatest gift

ON DEAN ROAD,
JUST NORTH OF
COLONIAL (HWY 50)
CALL TODAY 381-2222

APARTMENTS .

NEW! I

LARGE 1, 2 & 3 BEDROOM
RIVER & J_AKE VIEWS
POOL & JACUZZI
INDOOR RACQUETBALL
TENNIS
FITNESS CENTER
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Defen-s e ready to devastate
as defensive backs develop
by Jamie Johnson

Outside Linebacker- Scott Arial(inj .) ·

••

Cornerback· Steven Wright
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Safety- Eric Buckle·y
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Cornerback- Travis Johnson
Left End-Bob Knott
Nose Guard-Leroy Foster
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Punter Kevin Woodward
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Inside Linebacker-Rick Hamilton
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junior Corey Lunford and senior Bob Spitu1ski.
Spitulski led the team with 13 quarterback sacks
even while playingthe la.st half ofthe season with
an injured-shoulder.

SPORTS EDITOR

Inside Linebacker· Vic Taylor
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Safety-Shane Law(inj)

Outside Linebacker- Bob Spitulski(inj.)
Right End-Clifford Cole
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While the UCF offense dazzled the fans last
year with trick plays and averaging 31. 7 points a Defensive Backs- ·
- Goin ginto the summer, this position was highly
game, the defense quietly but firmly established
itselfas one of the finest in Division I-AAfootball. questionable but the summer has filled in many
· This year the defense will continue to domi- of the questions. Only the first game will tell how
nate opponents with a strong defensive line and · well .
Sophomore Shane Law leads the group though
linebac~g corps. The only position that may
need to solidify itselfis in the defensive backfield. injured and will start at Free safety when healthy.
Defensive LineLaw started as a freshman and had 78 tackles.
Sophomore Clifford Cole replaGes departed
Eric Buckley Will start at strong safety and has
Robert Lindsey as the starting right end and has started for three years at the position, recording
limitless potential with his s~ foot, three inch 84 tackles last year, 3 sacks and two intercepand 275 pound frame. Cole has excellent speed tions. Buckley is backed up by quarterback Ron
and great strength and will improve with experi- Johnson's brother Tim Johnson.
The strong 'comerback starter is sophomore
ence. He is backed up by Greg Jefferson, 6-4, 245,
who has unbelievable speed for his size and wiH Travis Johnson out of Miami.
"Travis is probably our best one on one de- ·
push Cole to either excellence or a spot on the
bench.
fender at this point," Snell said. "He's a pretty
The left endjob is held byjunior Bob Knott who intelligent kid and he's pretty much where ·he
started every game last year and compiled 66 needs to be when he needs to be."
Sophomore Steven Wright will start at the
tackles and eight quarterback sacks.
· The noseguard position is currently held by weak comer pesition after playing strong safety
jU.nior Leroy Foster but the position will~ hotly last season.
_
.
contested by junior Willie Britton, sophomore
"Steve's making alot of progress," Snell said.
"He's at a new{losition and he's doing real well. As
Lee Wisniewski and junior Joey Venice.
Coach Pollard says, 'You don't have to wony ifhis
LinebackersJunior Rick Hamilton and Sophomore Vic motors running right,' when he goes he really
'
Taylor start at the inside lin_ebacker positions goes."
Coach McDowell is optimistic going into the
this year. Hamilton led the team with 140 tackles
season with this defensive backfield but says that
and also had three quarterback sacks.
"Rich Hamilton steps up and does alot oflead- time will tell how good they will be.
"I don't know," McDowell said. "I have alot of
ing by example," assistant coach David Snell
confidence in our defensive backs, but the fact is
said.
The outside linebacker position will be led by that they have yet to play together as a unit."
1
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FREE SCHOLARSHIP MONEY
6 BIL'LION AVAILABLE
YOU CAN NOT LOSE
NO .PROOF OF PRESENT I NCOME NEEDED
NO FEE UNTIL YOU GET PROOF OF AN AWARP
AWARD:

FEE:

$25 TO $100 ............ ;; ........................ $15
$ 100 TO $150 .................................... $25
$ 150 TO $250 ............................. ....... $50
$250 TO UNLI MITED .................. .......$75

'
COLLEGE FOR MANY
P.O. BOX 570097 ORLANDO, FL. 32807

•

FREE!!
Buy one
•

•
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Fornials, Parties, Banquets
& Socials...
Any Special Occasion
Brenner's Has The Perfect
Dress For You!
FA SH ION SQU ARE • 89 8-612 2
ALTAM ONTE MALL • 339 -3.131
FLORID A MAL L
• 855-7555

yogu ,
ICE

and·
get one
free!!!
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with the position isn't a media creation.
Fans view the· the quarterback as the
leader of the offense. He handles the ball
EXTRA INNINGS
every play and his stats are most visible
the next day in the paper. Right or wrong,
othing gets a football writer's if a quarterback has a bad day, he's going"
adrenaline flowing more than a to get booed whether the press writes
good meaty quarterback contro- anything or not.
But for now, a11 that is a moot point.
versy. Unfortunately, there hasn't been
one at UCF this year. Ron Johnson came Unlike last year, UCF goes into the first
into camp No. 1 and has kept the spot. year with a quarterback who has won
Considering the last two years, this is the position with solid play and not by
·
unusual.
default. And if attitude can translate to
Throughout fall practice and the first success on the field, Johnson should be
half of the season, the quarterback posi- just fine.
A fifth-year senior, Johnson has come
tion was unsettled. It went back and
forth between Rudy Jones and Ron John- along way since he joined the Knights as
son, with Travis Peeples entering the one ofthree freshman quarterbacks.Joinfray before he was injured. Ih the last ing the team with Shane Willis and Rudy
half of the year, Johns9n took control of Jones, he was the last one to get the
the position and played steady if not chance but has outlasted both. He goes
into the season with a quiet confidence,
spectacular at times.
UCF head coach Gene McDowell which should help guide an offense that
downplays last year's quarterback has lost eight starters.
"For myself, I feel the cam12 this year
$witching. And why not? After all UCF
did make the playoffs, the first time a was betterthan last year," Johnson said.
team did that in its first year in Division "I'm more confident: Last season gave
I-AA, and it did make it to the semifi- me good experience. This year, I made
nals. When McDowell makes that point, the commitment to just focus on the
you really can't argue with him. He claims spiritual things. I go out every day for
Jesus Christ. He's brought me a long
the media blows it out of proportion.
_ "It may have been a distraction to the way."
This inner calm has served him well.
media, butit wasn't to the team," he said.
Well, the media might have focused As many times_that he's been up and
more on that position, but infatuation down during his career, a lesser person
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Knights
FROM F1
The reason's for the team's
success is owed largely to head
coach Gene McDowell, who took
the reigns of the UCF athletic
department jn 1985. McDowell
overcame a greater than $1 million debt the department had
accumulated and took the team
to the Division II playoffs two
years later.
Compiling a record of 42-28
and two playoff performances
with a team that had won ·only
seven games in the previous
three years times in previous
seasons has given McDowell and
our school a national reputation
as a program on the rise.
Troy State first year head
coach Larry Blakeney, who }las
known McDowell since
McDowell coached at Florida
State, has nothing but respect
for the path UCF has taken to
the top.

might hav.e given up long ago. But
Johnson's inner strength has allowed
him to endure. Along with his strong ·
knowledge of the game and the offense,
After climbing into the starting
it has a11owed him to overcome his physiquarterback position in mid-seacal deficiencies. He's not the biggest quarson last year, Ron Johnson went
terback ever to play, nor does he possess
the strongest arm in the world. ¥et he
on to complete 62 percent of his
has shown he's the winner.
passes. This completion ratio
Johnson wi11 have to use every ounce
ranked first among the state's quarofhis knowledge and talent ifhe wants to
• terbacks, including Casey Weldon
stay No. 1, and he knows it.
of Florida State, Shane Matthews
"I'mnotsittingback,"he said. 'There's
of Florida and Craig Erickson of the
a couple of great quarterbacks ·behind
University of Miami.
me."
Johnson also ranked ahead of
Those quarterbacks, Peeples and
the· pack in touchdowns per pass
DarinHinshaw, wiUkeeppushingJohnattempt, hitting pay dirt 11 times in
son, who is aware of them but chooses
not to worry too much about them.
·
155 tries for 7.09 percent.
"I've always tried to focus on my game
His pertormances in completion
and not look behind me orin front of me,"
percentage, interceptions, yards
Johnson said. "I just try to do the best job
per attempt and touchdowns per
that I can."
·
atterrpt topped fellow UCF quarterThis attitude has worked we11 for him.
backs Travis Peeples and Rudy Jones.
Although the quarterbacks behind him
Another UCF player from last
have the potential to surpass Johnson's
year's
team that ranked with the
accomplishments, I wouldn't be surprised
elite
of
Florida's talented athletes
come November, it Johnson leads UCF
was
tailback
Mark Giacone, whose
into the playoffs.
5.69 yards per attempt ranked him
Even ifhe falters and McDowell has to
replace him, don't expect much of a consec.and only to University of
troversy. Johnson's demeaner won't alFlorida's Errict Rhett, who posted a
low it do happen.
5.71 yard average.
·
One way or another; the Knights have
found a leader. ,
·

Notes and bits...

''They're an established team
in an established program that's
ranked in the country,"
Blakeney said. "Georgia Southern and UCF are two of the
model programs in the nation
right now."
"Great leadership is one of
the main factors down there at
Central Florida. Gene has taken
a little different approach, but
you can tell they did it right.
We'd like to copy them and be
where they are in a few years."
The focus for this season is to
bring home the championship,
but the vision for the team extends past that. McDowell continues to build the program toward becoming a Division Inational contender and believes
that the realization of that goal
is only a few years away.
Butfor now,inthemidstofall
the visions offuture glo:ry, there is
just one target-Troy State, then
James Madison, Valdosta State, Starting quarterback Ron Johnson took control of the starting quarterback posiEast Carolina
tion the middle of last season aod show no signs of letting go. (Michael oeHoog!TCFFl
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